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一、請根據下列英文整理出 David Hume 對因果關係的看法。（20 分）。 

The most influential philosopher to have discussed causality was David Hume. What is usually meant 

by saying, “A causes B”? Three things, said Hume, of which the third is by far the most important: 

(1) Temporal precedence. (2) Contiguity in space and time. (3) Necessary connection. A part of the 

common concept of causality is that the cause and the effect are necessarily connected—that if the 

cause occurs, the effect must occur; it cannot but occur. But in this, said Hume, the common view is 

mistaken. We never observe any necessary connection or “must” or “has to” among events. Those 

who attribute necessary connections to nature, or say that effects necessarily follow their causes, are 

going beyond anything that anyone can observe. We never observe that one event must follow 

another but only that it does in fact follow another. We can attribute necessity to the relations among 

propositions (“If all A’s are B’s, then all B’s must be A’s”) but not to the sequences of events in 

nature. “There are no objects,” wrote Hume, “which by the mere survey, without consulting 

experience, we can determine to be the cause of any other, and no objects, which we can certainly 

determine in the same manner not to be the causes.” In every case we have to wait and see what 

happens; we cannot say a priori (in advance of experience) what will happen. Necessary connection 

has dropped out, and what remains, said Hume, is constant conjunction among events. 

 

二、請詳細閱讀下列英文，並將其翻譯成中文。（15 分）。 

One should always, said Kant, treat other human beings as ends, not as means toward your or other 

people’s ends. When I deal with you I should realize that your are, like me, a volitional being with 

abilities, needs, and desires just as I have—and that I should treat you with the same respect with 

which I myself wish to be treated. I am not an instrument for serving your ends, nor are you an 

instrument for serving mine. The concept of human rights is closely related to this Kantian precept. 

When I assert that I have a right—to my life, for example—I am laying a claim to a certain bit of 

“moral space,” just as a settler is laying claim to a certain piece of land. If I have a right to my life, 

this means that others may not forcibly interfere with it—they may not kill me, assault me, or 

otherwise harm me without my consent. If I have this right, other people have the duty or 

responsibility not to violate it.  

 

三、請用英文（大約 150 字）簡要說明何謂「知識」（knowledge）。（15 分）。 
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四、請閱讀下列英文段落，並說明作者之所以用「the most reliable source」

的原因。為何需要特別強調這一點? （15分）  “The present discussion is based 

on the Analects, which is generally accepted as the most reliable source of Confucius’ 

doctrines.” (Wing-tsit Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, Princeton, New 

Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1963, p. 14) 
 

五、請解釋下列英文段落的要旨。 

“By the Mean, Confucius did not have in mind merely moderation, but that which is 

central and balanced. This, too, has been a cardinal idea in Chinese thought. In a real 

sense, the later Neo-Confucian ideas of the harmony of yin and yang and that of 

substance and function did not go beyond this concept.” (ibid, p. 16)  （15 分） 

 
 

六、請用流暢的英文（大約 150 字），解說與討論老子的「無為」觀念。（20 分）

 
 

 

 


